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**Introduction**

Divorce can be an emotionally painful, legally complicated and expensive process. It is a process which raises many questions: Where will I live? How will I support myself - both financially and emotionally? What will I tell my parents? How will we split up our possessions?

Some of these decisions have legal ramifications; others do not. Although the assistance of an attorney is probably important in working out the legal aspects of your divorce, you may want to seek other sources of help (friends, family, therapists, counselors, other people who have been divorced, support groups, etc.) in working out the personal and emotional issues raised by your divorce.

This booklet describes the legal process of a dissolution of marriage* in Connecticut**, answers common questions about divorce, and defines some of the terminology. It is not intended to answer all of your questions about divorce, nor is it a substitute for legal advice and representation from an attorney. You should consider hiring an attorney to represent you in all but the most uncomplicated divorces. (See the section on Pro Se Divorce “Do it yourself” pg. 8) CWEALF has a referral list of attorneys who handle divorces.

*The legal term for divorce in Connecticut is “dissolution.” We will use the word divorce in this pamphlet because it is the word most commonly used.

**The laws on divorce differ from state to state. This booklet explains only Connecticut law. While these laws also apply to same-sex couples who are married, you may want to consider speaking with an attorney who specializes in same-sex relationships. Additionally, GLAD has numerous publications about issues same-sex couples should understand. See the Resource section for their contact information.**
Divorce in Connecticut

What are the grounds for divorce in Connecticut?
Connecticut has a “no fault” provision in its divorce laws. This means that neither spouse has to prove that the other was at fault in causing the marriage to break down. You can get a divorce if the “marriage has broken irretrievably” and there is no hope of reconciliation.

A court will likely find that a “marriage has broken irretrievably if all issues concerning children and alimony have been resolved and: (1) you and your spouse stipulate in writing that the marriage has broken irretrievably; or (2) you and your spouse stipulate in court that the marriage has broken irretrievably."

Are there other legal grounds for divorce?
Yes. In Connecticut, you can get a divorce on the following grounds in addition to irretrievable breakdown:

- A separation for 18 months or more (the separation must be because you and your spouse are incompatible and there must be no reasonable prospect of reconciliation between you.)
- Adultery (to prove this, your spouse must have had voluntary sexual intercourse with another person)
- Fraudulent contract
- Willful desertion for one year (with total neglect of duty)
- Seven years absence when the spouse has not been heard from
- Habitual intemperance (i.e. active alcoholism)
- Intolerable cruelty
- Sentence to life imprisonment
- Conviction of a crime involving violation of conjugal duty which is punishable by imprisonment for at least a year (these are sex crimes)
- Legal confinement in a hospital or institution for mental illness for an accumulated period of 5 years within the last six years

Each of these grounds has a specific legal definition. Most people choose not to file under one of these specific grounds because of the necessity of proving it."

---

1 C.G.S.A § 46b-51(a).
2 C.G.S.A § 46b-40(c).
How does the court take grounds of the divorce into consideration?
The court may take the grounds of the divorce into consideration when deciding issues of custody, alimony, child support, and division of property. This is true even in the case of “irretrievable breakdown.”

Do both spouses have to agree that they want a divorce?
No. It is possible for only one spouse to claim that the marriage has irretrievably broken down, while the other claims it has not.

If you, in conjunction with your attorney* want a divorce and your spouse does not, he/she can request that the court order both of you to attend conciliatory meetings during the three month waiting period (See the “Divorce Process” p. 7) with a family or religious counselor mutually acceptable to both of you, or a family relations officer. Conciliatory sessions may serve a variety of purposes from reconciling the marriage to agreeing to the divorce. If you and your spouse cannot agree on a counselor, the court will appoint a counselor.

There must be at least two sessions, and failure of either partner to attend both sessions will delay any action on the divorce for six months. The court will direct one or both of you to pay the fees for this counselor. Family Relations Officers do not charge a fee, so if neither of you can afford a counselor, you can use their services. Normally, attorneys do not attend these sessions. If, after attending the conciliatory sessions, you still want a divorce and your spouse does not, the court will probably agree that the marriage has “irretrievably broken down” and grant the divorce.

* Your attorney will make requests, file papers, etc. as your legal representative, but remember that the decisions are yours.

Is there a residency requirement?
Yes. You or your spouse must have lived in Connecticut for the 12 months before filing a complaint or for 12 months prior to the date of the decree. You can also fulfill the residency requirement if you (or your spouse) had your home in Connecticut when you got married and returned to Connecticut with the intention of living here or if the grounds for the divorce arose in Connecticut.

Do I need an attorney?
In all but the simplest divorces you should consider hiring an attorney. Simple divorces generally are defined as those in which the couple has no children, the couple has divided property and assets to their satisfaction, neither spouse wants any monetary settlement for

---

3 C.G.S.A § 46b-53.
4 C.G.S.A § 46b-44(c).
each other, and the couple has settled any disruptive emotional issues between them. (See “Pro Se Divorce” pg. 8) For assistance in choosing an attorney see CWEALF’s booklet “How to Choose an Attorney.” For a referral to an attorney you may want to contact CWEALF, the Connecticut Bar Association Referral Service, local women’s centers or local county bar associations.

Can my spouse and I use the same attorney?

No. Ethically, an attorney cannot represent more than one client in a case where there is the possibility of a conflict of interest between those clients. In a divorce case, each spouse has his or her own demands and concerns regarding custody, support and the property settlement. It is impossible for one attorney to represent the interests of both parties. Occasionally, if both spouses have worked out all the details of their divorce (for example, in cases where the spouses have lived apart for several years, have already agreed upon division of their property, and have made arrangements for child custody, visitation, and support), one attorney may agree to prepare the paperwork only. Ethically, however, that attorney can only represent one of you. The other spouse has no legal representation, so in the case of conflict, that spouse must obtain her/his own attorney.

How much will a divorce cost?

The costs for a divorce include the fee for filing the papers with the court (approximately $300), the fee for the sheriff to serve the papers (approximately $50-$75), and approximately $25 for a certified copy of the judgment. If children are involved, the court may require you and your spouse to attend a Parenting Education Class which costs approximately $125.5 Attorneys’ fees for a divorce start at $750-$1500 and increase. Many attorneys require a retainer fee for divorce cases before they will begin the work. Because attorneys are usually paid by the hour, the cost is greater if your divorce is complicated. A divorce where child custody and property settlement(s) are contested would be considered complicated. When you select an attorney, s/he should give you an estimate of the cost. However, if you tell the attorney that it will be a simple uncontested divorce and then it becomes contested, the cost may be considerably greater than the initial estimate. (For more information on costs and fees see CWEALF’s booklet “How to Choose an Attorney.”)

Can I get my spouse to pay my attorney fees?

Generally, no. You are responsible for the legal fees and costs that you incur. It may be possible for your attorney to request some fees from your spouse, but some attorneys do not want to be in the position of negotiating for their fees.

What if I don’t have the money to pay for an attorney?

Unfortunately, this is a common problem and there are not many alternatives. If your divorce will be very simple, you may want to consider representing yourself through a pro se divorce. (See “Pro Se Divorce” pg. 8.) If you are receiving state or federal assistance or qualify as “low income” you may be able to get legal representation from a legal aid program. (See “Resources” pg. 25 for a list of legal aid offices.) Some legal aid programs do not handle divorces, and some handle them only if there is domestic

violence. Some legal assistance programs work with cooperating attorneys, but there is usually a waiting list. You should also look in newspapers for low cost legal clinics. You can try asking the court to make your spouse pay your attorney fees as part of the settlement, but the amount of legal fees the court orders may not cover the entire cost.

You may be able to persuade an attorney to work for reduced fees. You can call CWEALF at 860-524-0601 for our Information & Referral Program which is open from Monday to Friday and ask for an attorney referral. Many of CWEALF’s attorneys offer sliding scale fees, payment schedules and reduced rates.

**How long does it take to get a divorce in Connecticut?**

There is a 90-day waiting period which begins on the “return date.” (See “The Divorce Process” pg. 7) After 60 days a hearing date can be scheduled. The actual meeting cannot take place until the 90 days has lapsed. The length of your divorce process depends on how quickly the complaint is served on your spouse, how soon the hearing is scheduled after the 90-day period, and whether the divorce is contested. If the divorce is not contested, the process will take a minimum time of approximately six months. If the divorce is contested, you must schedule a hearing or trial which will greatly increase the length of the process. Courts in some judicial districts are backlogged with cases and it may take longer to schedule a hearing or trial in those areas. Check with the court clerk for your judicial district to find out how long trial scheduling will take.

**What is the difference between a contested and an uncontested divorce?**

In an uncontested divorce both spouses, with the help of their attorneys if they are retained, negotiate a settlement on all aspects of the divorce. The issues that are negotiated include property division, child custody and visitation, support payments and/or alimony. They present the settlement to the court, the judge reviews it and grants the divorce. Most divorces are settled this way.

In a contested divorce, the spouses and their attorneys are unable to reach an agreement on all or some of the aspects of the divorce. They must then go to a hearing or trial. The judge makes the final decision. It is important to remember that contested divorces take more time and are therefore more expensive. In a contested divorce the judge has enormous discretion in making decisions about contested and uncontested issues. If you are not satisfied with the decision there is often very little you can do about it.

**What is an annulment?**

An annulment terminates an invalid marriage, whereas a divorce ends a valid marriage. An annulment is legal recognition that the marriage is void. Annulments are rare in Connecticut. In order to get an annulment you must prove that the marriage is illegal or “void or voidable under the laws of this state or of the state in which the marriage was performed.” For example, if the person who performed the marriage is not legally allowed to perform a marriage, the marriage would be illegal in Connecticut and you could get an annulment. The process for an annulment is similar to that of a divorce.

---

6 C.G.S.A § 46b-67.
except there is no 90-day waiting period. If you are seeking an annulment you will need the advice and representation of an attorney.

A legal annulment is different from a religious annulment. In a religious annulment, your marriage is declared invalid by clergy from your faith, but you are still legally married according to state law and would have to obtain a divorce or annulment before remarrying.

**What is the difference between legal separation and a divorce?**

A divorce and a legal separation require the same legal process. However, at the end of a legal separation you are still legally married. The grounds and procedure for a legal separation are the same as those for divorce. You must agree on custody, property settlement, support and/or alimony, just as in a divorce. Legally separated couples may not remarry without first obtaining a divorce. Social Security considers you to be married. This is important because, if you divorce after ten years of marriage, you may receive social security benefits based on your ex-spouse’s earnings. The tax, estate, and insurance consequences may differ from those of a divorce. If, at any time after the legal separation, one spouse decides to get a divorce, a simple motion to the court will convert a separation into a divorce without the participation of the other spouse. After the legal separation process has been completed, the court does not require a 90-day waiting period to grant a divorce.

**If my spouse leaves are we legally separated?**

No, if you are simply living apart, you are not legally separated regardless of the length of time. You do not have the benefits of any court orders regarding property, children, or support. Enforcing informal agreements may be difficult.

**What is divorce mediation?**

In divorce mediation the mediator helps the two parties reach an agreement about the issues in their divorce which are in dispute. The mediator does not make any decisions or judgments. Divorce mediation works best when both parties are able to sit in the same room and talk to each other, and neither feel intimidated by the other person. Divorce mediators may be counselors or attorneys, or a team of both. If the mediator is an attorney, ethically s/he cannot represent either party. You should seriously consider consulting an attorney prior to finalizing any agreement. Mediation may be private or handled by the Family Relations Division of Superior Court. (See the National Organization for Women’s “Divorce Mediation, A Guide for Women.”)

**Can I change my name after the divorce?**

Under Connecticut law, you have the right to decide whether you want to use your maiden name or your married name at the time of or any time after your divorce. If you want to resume using the name you used prior to your marriage, the easiest method is for

---

7 *Id.*  
8 C.G.S.A § 46b-65 (b).  
9 C.G.S.A §46b-63
you (or your attorney) to ask the judge for a “change of name” as part of your divorce agreement.

If you do not change your name at the time of your divorce, you may still change it later. You can either go back to court to have your name changed or do it by “common law” method, i.e. using the name you choose consistently and changing all your official documents to that name.10

Can I change my children’s names?
The judge in a divorce court does not have the authority to grant a name change for your children. This has to be done in Probate Court. If the children’s other legal parent agrees to the name change, the judge in Probate Court will probably grant your request. Ask your attorney about the procedure. If there is any disagreement, the court will take into consideration whether the change of name will promote the child’s best interest.11

I have been in a relationship with and lived with the same person for 8 years. Is this a common law marriage?
The State of Connecticut does not recognize common law marriage.12 Even if you live with someone for many years, you are not considered married. However, if this relationship is ending and you have children together, you will have to decide the same legal issues of custody, visitation, and child support as couples who are divorcing. It would be wise to consult an attorney. If you have bought property jointly or there is money involved, you may also want to consult an attorney about your legal rights.

The Divorce Process

What is the process for obtaining a divorce in Connecticut?13

Outlined below is the basic process for obtaining a divorce in Connecticut. It is only a general overview. There are many factors that can complicate your case, for example if you do not know where your spouse is, or if temporary custody is contested. If your case is complicated by any number of different factors, you may have to take different steps, and the time required to complete your divorce may vary.

- Spouse A (or her/his attorney) completes 3 formal court documents to be filed with a court clerk: A Divorce Complaint, a Summons Family Actions document, and a Notice of Automatic Court Orders document. The Complaint must state that the marriage has irretrievably broken down or state other grounds and list what Spouse A seeks in the divorce. This may include custody, property, change of name, etc. The Summons Family Actions document must state the judicial district where you are filing for divorce and the “return date” which should be at least four weeks from the filing date.

---


The Notice of Automatic Court Orders document should be signed by you in front of a court clerk. These orders are applicable to you upon signing the Complaint and applicable to your spouse upon receiving the notice. The Automatic Court Orders serve to protect both spouses from sudden changes during divorce proceedings. Under the Automatic Court Orders, neither party may: (1) sell, mortgage, or give away property; (2) go into unreasonable debt; (3) permanently remove children from the state; (4) make changes to insurance policies; or (5) force a spouse to move out of the family home, if living together at the time of filing.

- The documents are given to Spouse B (defendant) by the sheriff or process server with a notice to “appear” in court on a specific day, the “return date.” The documents can be sent by certified mail if Spouse B lives outside Connecticut, or published in a newspaper if you do not know where Spouse B resides.

- Spouse B (or her/his attorney) must fill out and file a printed form called an “appearance” with the court on or before the “return date.” Neither spouse has to actually appear in court on the return date, but Spouse B must file the form. If Spouse B does not file an “appearance,” s/he will have no further notice of what happens in the case and will be subject to court orders without an opportunity to be heard.

- The Court will assign a Case Management Date, which is at least 90 days after the return date, this is a mandatory 90-day waiting period before either spouse can seek to have the marriage dissolved. During this time most couples, with their attorneys, try to work out an agreement. It is also the time when either spouse can ask for conciliatory meetings, temporary orders of custody, support, visitation, use of the family residence, alimony, or ask the court to resolve any disagreements.

- Before the Case Management Date, you or your attorney will fill out a Case Management Agreement. The Case Management Agreement allows the court to assess how the divorce is proceeding (i.e., if you and your spouse are in agreement or if you need more time or help in reaching an agreement). If you complete the Case Management Agreement and you and your spouse agree on all aspects of the divorce you will not need to go to court on the Case Management Date; you may choose a date for a divorce hearing. If you disagree on issues, you will need to appear in court for the Case Management Hearing. During this time, the court will try to help both parties work towards an agreement. If you do nothing, the case will be dismissed.

- If the case is uncontested, only Spouse A is required to appear at a hearing. However, it is advisable that Spouse B appear in court to verify her/his agreement regarding her/his obligations according to the settlement. If the divorce is contested, both parties have to appear at the trial. If you go to trial in a contested divorce, the judge makes the final decision on the contested matters. You no longer have the ability to negotiate, and if you do not like the judge’s decision there is very little you can do. Appeals in family law cases are expensive and rarely successful. You cannot modify or change property settlements. Child support, custody, and visitation can be modified if there is a significant change of circumstance. (See “After the Divorce” pg. 24.)
Pro Se Divorce

Pro se means that you are representing yourself in court rather than having an attorney represent you. You follow the same procedure, but you must fill out and file all of the legal forms yourself.

Can anyone do a pro se divorce?

People who are in the best situation to proceed successfully in a pro se divorce are those who:

- know where their spouse is;
- have no children;
- have divided whatever property or money they have to each person’s satisfaction;
- do not want any monetary settlement from each other, and;
- have settled most of the otherwise disruptive emotional issues between them so they can cooperate with each other.

Is it possible to do a divorce pro se if I have children?

The pro se process includes forms to use if you have children, but all people with children should at least consult with an attorney before attempting to proceed pro se.

What if my spouse lives out of state?

If you have your spouse’s address, it is possible to have the sheriff serve her/him by certified mail.

What if I do not know where my spouse is?

If you do not know where your spouse is, you cannot serve him/her with papers. Your spouse must be notified by “publication,” a series of legal notices in the newspaper. You must follow specific rules about when and where to publish a legal notice in the paper and you must get documents to prove that you have taken these steps. You will also have to pay for printing the notice in the paper.

What are the advantages of a pro se divorce?

The primary advantage is that it is less expensive. If you do a divorce pro se, you must pay only the court costs and the sheriff’s fees which total about $300-$350. Attorney’s fees are a great deal more.

Is a pro se divorce as legal as having an attorney do it?

Yes. The process is the same and the end result is the same. The only difference is that you are responsible for filing forms, finding the sheriff, etc. rather than paying an attorney to do it.
**What resources are available to assist in a pro se divorce?**

Occasionally, classes are offered in Connecticut to help people who are doing a divorce pro se. To see if there is a class available near you, call CWEALF, Infoline, or the nearest Legal Aid office. You may also ask the Clerk of the court for suggestions or for a referral. (See Resources at the end of this booklet.)

You may also pay an attorney to advise you on the pro se process. The attorney can provide you with information about the process and help you prepare the documents. In addition, you may call CWEALF’s Information and Referral service at 860.524.0601 or 1.800.479-2949.

**Children**

Often, the greatest conflict in a divorce arises from disagreements about the best interests of their children. At the time of the divorce you and your spouse will try to come to an agreement on:

- **Custody** - With whom will the children live most of the time, who will have major responsibility for them, and who will make the major decisions about their lives?
- **Visitation Rights** - When and where can the person who does not have custody see the children? Should other parties such as the children’s grandparents be granted visitation rights?
- **Child Support** - How much money will the non-custodial parent (the one who does not have physical custody) pay to the custodial parent to support the children? (See “Money” pg.-19)

Custody battles can be ugly, angry, and emotionally upsetting for you and your children. There are many possible ways to arrange custody and visitation. Try to reach a settlement that is truly in the best interest of your children.

**Custody**

**What will happen if we cannot reach an agreement about the custody of our children?**

If you and your spouse cannot come to an agreement, the judge:

- will probably order a study by Family Relations of the spouses, their home life, and the children. Judges often depend heavily on the recommendations of Family Relations in making a decision about custody;

- “shall be guided by the best interest of the child;”

---

14 C.G.S.A § 46b-56(c).
shall give “consideration to the wishes of the child if he/she is of sufficient age and capable of forming an intelligent preference,”15

may take into consideration the grounds for -the divorce if they are seen as relevant in determining the best interest of the child.

Under Connecticut law neither parent has a presumed right to custody of the children. In trying to decide the “best interest of the child” the courts have looked at16:

- Who has custody now and for how long;
- The stability of the child’s existing residence;
- Both you and your spouse’s wishes as to custody;
- The home environment of each spouse;
- The child’s adjustment to his/her home, school, and community environments;
- The economic status of each spouse;
- The “fitness” of each spouse; which can include the ability of each spouse to meet the child’s particular needs, the ability of each spouse to facilitate an appropriate parent-child relationship between the child and the other spouse, the ability of each spouse to be actively involved in the child’s life, and each spouse’s mental and physical health.
- The developmental needs of the child; which can include age or physical and mental health
- The child’s cultural background;
- The attachment or relationship of the child to each parent.
- Either spouse’s manipulative behavior in involving the child in the parents’ dispute;
- Whether the child has been abused by either parent and the affect of the abuse on the child.

The court may appoint an attorney to represent your children in order to protect their interests. It may also appoint a guardian for the duration of the proceedings. You or your spouse may be responsible for paying your children’s attorney’s fees. The judge can also award custody to a third party, if that is seen to be in the child’s best interest.

**Can I appeal the judge’s decision?**

Yes, but your appeal must be based on more than just the fact that you do not like the judge’s decision. The appellate court must find that the judge clearly abused her/his

---

15 *Id.*
16 *Id.*
discretion in deciding the case. As you can see from the factors above the judge has a lot of discretion in deciding a custody case. If you decide to appeal, it is best to have an attorney and know that it can be time consuming and expensive.

Can a custody decision ever be changed?
Yes. If there are “substantial changed circumstances that materially alter the court’s finding of the child’s best interest”\textsuperscript{17} such as income, employment, illness, living situation, etc., you can go back to court and ask to have the custody decision altered. However, courts are often reluctant to change custody decisions unless the circumstances have changed fairly drastically.

Does it make any difference who has custody during the 90-day waiting period?
It may. If there is a custody battle, the courts may weigh in favor of the person who assumed temporary custody during this time, regardless of how s/he got custody at the time.

What is joint custody?
In Connecticut, joint custody is a broad term meaning that both parents continue to share decision-making responsibilities and rights regarding the children’s upbringing. It may also, but not necessarily, mean that physical custody is shared. The court may award joint legal custody but not joint physical custody (if you have agreed to this in your settlement). The court favors joint custody when both parties agree to it. If both parties do not agree to joint custody, the court will probably not order it.\textsuperscript{18}

I presently have legal custody of our children. If I die will my ex-spouse get custody?
Probably. You can name a guardian for your children in your will and request that the guardian have physical custody, but if your ex-spouse is found fit by the probate court he/she will probably be appointed as the children’s legal custodian. You may appoint a trustee to protect the assets of your children.\textsuperscript{19}

What happens if my husband says that our child is not his?
Any child born in a legal marriage is considered to be the husband’s unless he can prove through paternity proceedings that it is not. He would have to get a court order for blood tests for you, the child, and himself and use that as evidence that the child was not his.\textsuperscript{20}

Any child who is born to a couple who later marry is considered to be the legitimate child of both spouses. Adopted children are considered to be the same as biological children.

Will custody or visitation decisions be affected if I am a lesbian or gay man?

\textsuperscript{17} C.G.S.A § 46b-86(a)(2010); Hall v. Hall, 186 Conn. 118, 122439 A.2d 447 (1982).
\textsuperscript{18} C.G.S.A § 46b-56a(a)
\textsuperscript{19} C.G.S.A § 46b-56a.
\textsuperscript{20} C.G.S.A § 46b-45a (b).
They may, depending on the facts of your case and the attitude of the judge. However, since Connecticut has passed co-parent adoption in 2000 and then legalized marriage between same-sex couples, attitudes have changed dramatically around these issues. The court is guided by “the best interests of the child” and can take any factors into consideration, including sexual orientation. If you believe you are being discriminated against because of your sexual orientation, you may want to contact an attorney who specializes in this area of law.

Visitation

What are visitation rights?
Visitation rights are the non-custodial parent’s rights to spend time with their children. The parent (or third party) who does not have physical custody may ask for a time when s/he can visit the children. This may be for a few hours, days, weekends, holidays, summers, or some other arrangement. Visits can take place at the custodial parent’s home, in the other parent’s home, or in some other place acceptable to both parents.

Will the court grant visitation rights to my spouse if s/he has abused the children?
The court is again guided by “the best interests of the child” when deciding visitation rights. The court generally assumes that both parents have a right to see their child, but if the court is convinced that it is not safe for one parent to be with the child, visitation rights may be denied or severely limited. The court can also order that visitation be supervised by a third party.

What can I do if I do not want my spouse to come to my home?
You can request that the visitation take place in a neutral place and that someone else pick up and bring the children back to your home. This may be done informally, using friends or relations, or formally with the help of a cooperating social service agency. You may want to speak with someone at your local battered women’s shelter about how other women have made these arrangements.

I do not like the way my ex-spouse treats the children when they visit. Can I get her/his visitation rights stopped?
Disagreements about visitation rights are a common post-divorce problem. In order to change visitation rights, you would have to go back to court and show a substantial change of circumstance. If you can prove some kind of physical, sexual, or emotional abuse, or if you can show negligence, you may be able to get the visitation restricted, supervised, or stopped. If the differences concern values or lifestyles, the court will probably not stop a parent from seeing her/his children. When conflicts about visitation arise, you may want to look for some non-legal help such as a counselor or a mediator. Try to remember that visitation is for the benefit of the children and most children want to see both parents.

21 C.G.S.A § 46b-56(c)(14), (15).
Our divorce judgment allows me “reasonable visitation” with our children. My ex-spouse has put a limitation on what days and times I can see the children and how much notice I have to give before visiting. Is this “reasonable”?

It depends on the circumstances. One of the biggest post-divorce problems is deciding what “reasonable visitation” is. If you are having trouble with your spouse in this area, it may be possible to consult with Family Relations for mediation. If all else fails, you will have to go back to court to try to clarify your visitation rights. Given the problems ex-spouses have with visitation, it is usually better to be specific in the visitation agreement to begin with in order to avoid problems later.

Do grandparents or other family members have any rights to visitation after the divorce?

It depends on the circumstances. Under Connecticut law, a third party, such as grandparents and other family members may be awarded visitation rights if the court feels it is in the “best interest of the child.” However, unless the absence of visitation would cause “real and substantial harm” to the child, a court will likely defer to the judgment of the child’s parents with regards to third party visitation.

Child Support

What is child support?

Child support is money that the non-custodial parent gives to the custodial parent to pay for food, clothing, and other expenses required to raise children. Under Connecticut law, the non-custodial parent has a legal obligation to provide child support, if so ordered by the court.

How is the amount of child support determined?

Connecticut has Child Support Guidelines (CSG) to determine how much a child needs for her or his support. The Guidelines are based on how much the non-custodial parent can afford to pay. The support amount varies depending on the number and age of the children involved. The amount of child support paid may not exceed 40% of the non-custodial parent’s disposable income or $145 per week, whichever is more. The Guidelines are subject to change. In general, judges cannot award a different amount than the one stated in the Guidelines, unless the Guideline amount is unfair or inappropriate in a particular situation.

---

22 C.G.S.A § 46b-57.
24 C.G.S.A § 46b-215.
What factors might the court consider to determine if the Guidelines amount is unfair?

Most judges routinely use the Child Support Guidelines to determine the amount of child support. In rare cases the court will consider the child’s special needs and will balance them between both parents, depending on their ability to pay. The court may look at many factors: each parent’s age, health, occupation, earning capacity, amount and source of present and future income, estate size, vocational skills and employability, other dependent’s needs, property division at divorce, and health care costs not covered by insurance; custody and visitation arrangements, extraordinary visitation expenses; to determine how much each parent will have to cover. The party who wants an amount of support different from the Guidelines must prove to the court why the Guidelines should not apply. The Guidelines outline the grounds for exceptions. The other party is then required to show the court why the Guidelines should be considered applicable. The court will balance the needs and abilities of the parties to arrive at a fair amount.

Can we decide on the appropriate amount of child support ourselves?

Courts encourage parents to reach a voluntary child support agreement. However, if the amount you agree upon differs from the amount required by the Guidelines, the court will have to decide whether the new amount is fair and appropriate and does not disadvantage children.

What if I am on welfare and have custody of the children?

If you are on welfare, the State of Connecticut has a financial stake in how much child support and/or alimony you receive. (Now called Temporary Family Assistance TFA, formerly Aid to Families with Dependent Children AFDC)

If you are receiving TFA and have custody of your children.

- After support payments are received, the Bureau of Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) will send you what they call a “disregard,” up to the first $50 of current child support collected each month for your child. This is usually sent to you in the second month after the payment is made.

- After you have been paid your disregard, the state keeps as reimbursement an amount of support, up to the TFA payment made to you that month.

- BCSE will pay you any child support collected which is more than the amount of your (TFA) benefit and up to the amount of the support order.

- Any amount collected above the current support order is applied to what a parent owes in back support, and is kept by the state as reimbursement for AFDC and or TFA payments made in prior months.

- After all past AFDC and TFA are reimbursed, BCSE will credit any remaining child support amounts against future support payments due.
If you used to receive AFDC and or TFA

Effective October 1, 1997, the state distributes child support collections (other than those made through Federal Income Tax Refund Withholding) in former assistance case as follows:

- First, you receive child support collected in any month-up to the amount of current support order.

- Second, any amount collected above the current support obligation is sent to you to satisfy any arrearages the non-custodial parent owes to you for periods after you stopped receiving assistance (post assistance arrears).

- Third, once post-assistance arrears are satisfied; any remaining amounts applied to arrears owed to the state.

Effective October 1, 1997, the state distributes child support collections made through Federal Income Tax withholding in former assistance case as follows:

- First, the state keeps all collections up to the amount necessary to reimburse the state for the assistance you received.

- Second, the amount collected above the amount of assistance you received is paid to you, when you receive support services from the state of Connecticut.

Is child support considered taxable income?
The IRS does not consider child support to be income. If you receive child support you will not have to pay taxes on it. If you pay child support it is not tax deductible. If you receive child support, you can list it as income when you are applying for credit in your own name. “Unallocated” support and alimony are considered income by the IRS. Since tax laws change you should consult a tax accountant or tax attorney about deductions.

What happens to my child support payments if I remarry?
Parents are responsible for supporting their children until they are 18. This means that the person paying support is legally responsible to continue these payments until the children are 18, regardless of whether you remarry. However, no support or custody decision is final. If the spouse paying support feels that the circumstances have altered substantially, he/she can go back to court and ask for a modification. (See “After the Divorce” pg. 24.)

Enforcing Child Support Orders

How can I make sure my ex-spouse pays the child support?

---

26 The Internal Revenue Service Pub. 504 For Use in Preparing 2009 Tax Return, Internal Revenue Code § 71(c) (2010).
27 C.G.S.A §46b-84(b).
The law requires an immediate wage garnishment. This means that payments are taken directly out of his/her paycheck. You can ask the judge to order that your child support be paid to you directly or through the Family Division of the Superior Court.

If your spouse does not have a bad payment record, you may request a contingent wage garnishment in your agreement or court orders. If your ex-spouse is 30 or more days late in paying child support, you can follow the process (described on pg. 17) for notifying him/her and filing an affidavit with the court. He/She has 15 days to pay all the money or to request a hearing as to why his/her wages should not be garnished. If this is not done, his/her employer will be notified to garnish his/her wages and send the money to the Family Division for you. You also may be able to get a property lien, income tax refund intercept or security bond to insure payment of your child support. (See “After the Divorce” pg. 24.)

**The court awarded me child support, but my ex-spouse has not paid me anything in six months. Is there anything I can do?**

Yes. For help with questions on child support or with any of the processes described here, we recommend that you first call the State of Connecticut Child Support Hot Line at 1-800-228-5437. They can guide you through the system.

The State of Connecticut, through the Department of Social Services (DSS) and the Family Division of Superior Court, offers four main child support services. DSS offers services that will help with the location of absent parents and establishment of paternity and support. The Family Division of Superior Court is primarily responsible for the enforcement of child support.

If you are on public assistance, you automatically become part of the child support system by referral from DSS. If you are not on TFA, you can apply for support enforcement service through the local offices of DSS. You should call the Child Support Hot Line (1-800-228-5437) for guidance as to which office to apply. A one-time $25 application fee may be charged if your income exceeds a certain amount, although it may be waived in certain circumstances.

The support enforcement service requires that your child support payments be paid through the Family Division of Superior Court. They will make a record of payment and non-payment of your support and forward the check to you. This service provides you with an impartial record of support payments or non-payments which is admissible in court.

If your spouse has not paid support, you can get a wage garnishment. If your divorce agreement includes a contingent wage garnishment, follow the steps below. If not, the support enforcement service will help you take him/her into court for contempt of a court order and to request a wage garnishment.
How do I get a wage garnishment?
A wage garnishment means that a specific amount of money will be deducted directly from your ex-spouse’s wages and paid to you. Mandatory wage garnishments should be ordered in all cases since 1990. 28

If you have a contingent wage garnishment and the support payments fall behind for 30 days or more, you must send a notice (available from the Family Division) by certified mail or by a sheriff to the delinquent spouse. This notice tells your ex-spouse that his/her child support is delinquent, and that he/she has 15 days to pay the total amount due or to request a hearing on why a wage garnishment should not be issued.

If the delinquent ex-spouse requests a hearing, the court’s clerk sets a date, and the judge or family support magistrate listens to arguments from the two parties and decides whether a wage garnishment should go into effect. If the spouse does not pay the back support or request this hearing, the wage garnishment goes into effect once you file the proper affidavit with the court. The delinquent spouse’s employer is then served with notice of the wage garnishment. You do not need an attorney for this process.

If you are granted an immediate wage garnishment, an order is entered right away and the delinquent spouse’s employer is notified of the wage garnishment. If the court or family support magistrate issues a garnishment to be effective immediately against a non-appearing delinquent parent, then he/she is informed of the wage execution and given the opportunity for a hearing to explain why the garnishment should not continue.

If the employer fails to follow through on execution of the wage garnishment, he/she is subject to a finding of contempt of court and is liable for the full amount of earnings not withheld since receipt of the proper notice.

Is there anything else I can do?
You may file a motion for contempt at the clerk’s office. The motion must be served by a sheriff on the ex-spouse. The court will then ask the ex-spouse to justify the non-payment and order payment and even jail if necessary.

If your ex-spouse owes more than $500 in past due support, you can request that a lien be placed on any real or personal property in Connecticut in which your ex-spouse has an interest. 29

It is also possible for the state to intercept your ex-spouse’s tax refund from the Internal Revenue Service. 30 You are eligible for the tax intercept program if your ex-spouse owes you more than $500 for child support, your child is under 18, and your payments are monitored by the Family Division of Superior Court. Unfortunately, if the absent parent also owes child support to the state, the state’s debt will get priority in the tax intercept process.

28 C.G.S.A § 52-362.
29 C.G.S.A §52-362d(a).
30 C.G.S.A §52-362e.
In addition, you may be able to get a security bond from your delinquent spouse, garnish his/her military salary or report him/her to the Credit Bureau, which will effect his/her credit rating.

**My ex-spouse lives out of state and has not paid child support for several months. Is there anything I can do?**

Yes. Many states, including Connecticut, have reciprocal enforcement of support laws. These laws require child support orders of one state to be recognized by another state, and require both states to assist the complaining spouse in obtaining child support.\(^{31}\) The information will be forwarded to the state where the non-paying spouse is living, and that state will attempt to enforce the order. You can also ask for interstate wage withholding if you know your spouse’s place of employment. This service is slow but is covered under the $25 application fee.

**What can I do if my ex-spouse is laid off and not paying child support?**

Contact the support division of Family Services and ask them to attach her/his unemployment check. Support payments can then be sent to you, through the Support Enforcement Division.

**My ex-spouse is in the military and is behind in child support payments. Is there anything I can do?**

If your ex-spouse is on active duty in the military, you may be able to use a new remedy called Statutory Required Allotment or “SRA.” A court or state agency must notify the military finance center for the Army, Navy, Air Force or Marines of delinquencies that equal or exceed the amount of support payable for two months. This remedy is only available for delinquent support payments. Contact CWEALF or the Child Support Hotline for more information about this procedure.

**Money**

Aside from children, most disagreements in a divorce case are about money. There can be disagreements about:

- Alimony;
- The division of money, property, and other assets;
- Child support.

Before you begin the process of making financial agreements, you should become familiar with all aspects of your financial situation. This is especially important if you have not been the person primarily responsible for the finances of your household. It may require looking at past tax returns, unpaid bills, old checkbooks, and whatever can help

\(^{31}\) C.G.S.A § 46b-213g (2010).
you understand the money aspects of your marriage. You should identify all property accumulated during the marriage and its value.

You should also make up a budget which indicates your income and projected expenses. You may want to have several versions of the budget to consider. You will have different expenses if you decide to keep a house or move into an apartment, for example. If you are thinking of changing residence, check with realtors in the area to which you wish to move in order to estimate your housing expenses.

Be thoroughly prepared to be questioned regarding all financial matters. It may be a good idea to consult a financial counselor for help in doing this. It would be helpful for your spouse to go through the same process separately. You will be required to file a financial affidavit with the court which asks for income, assets, and expenses. It is important to talk with your attorney about the tax consequences of any property division and support agreements you and your spouse are considering. CWEALF, your local women’s center or your attorney may be able to refer you to a financial counselor if necessary.

**Alimony**

**What is alimony?**
Alimony is money paid by one spouse to help support the other spouse. It is considered separate from child support.

**Who can get alimony?**
According to Connecticut law either spouse can ask for and be awarded alimony.³²

**How is alimony paid?**
Alimony can be paid in three ways:

- a lump sum paid at one time (for example $10,000 paid the day the divorce is final);
- a lump sum paid over a period of time (for example: $10,000 to be paid as $2,000 on January 1 every year for five years); or
- a periodic payment of a specific amount (for example: $200 a month to be paid on the fifteenth of every month).

**What factors does the court consider in awarding alimony?**³³
Under Connecticut law, the judge has discretion and may consider:

- The length of the marriage;
- The cause for the divorce;

---

³² C.G.S.A §46b-82(a).
³³ *Id.*
Age, health, station, occupation, amount and sources of income, vocational skills, employability, estate, and needs of each spouse;

The settlement of property, money, and assets; and

The impact of the custodial parent’s employment on minor children.

Do most women receive alimony these days?
If alimony is awarded, it is usually awarded for a short, specific time. Periodic alimony is being awarded much less frequently and generally only in cases where the couple has been married for many years.

I don’t want alimony but my lawyer said I should ask for $1 a year. Why?
If you do not receive alimony as part of your divorce settlement, you can never modify the settlement to include alimony. If you ask for as little as $1 a year, you have the option of going back to court should your circumstances change drastically, to ask the court to award you more alimony.

Why should I do that?
It is impossible to predict ways in which your needs or your ability to provide for your children may change. For example, suppose you are working now and have custody of your children who are ages one and three. You receive child support and with your income you feel financially able to support yourself and children. You do not want alimony. However, if five years from now you are in an accident and are unable to work, you may need to ask for support for yourself as well as for the children.

If I receive alimony, is it “income” and therefore taxable?
The IRS has a very strict definition of alimony which includes alimony paid under a temporary court decree, interlocutory (not final) decree, a decree of alimony pendente lite (while awaiting action on the final decree or agreement), and alimony awarded in a final decree. The IRS outlines six requirements that must be met in order for payments to a spouse or former spouse to be considered alimony. Their definition of alimony is too long and complicated to include here but they do publish a free bulletin, “Tax Information for Divorced or Separated Individuals,” that explains their definition.

If the payments you are receiving meet the IRS definition of alimony, the money is considered income. You must declare it and pay tax on it. If you pay alimony, it is deductible. Keep in mind, however, that tax laws change. If you are asking for alimony or making provisions for alimony in your divorce settlement, it is a good idea to talk with a tax attorney or accountant to understand the tax consequences of any settlement you make.

What will happen to my alimony if I remarry or live with someone?
If you marry or cohabit with someone, the person paying you alimony may ask the courts to modify the alimony agreement. The courts, in most circumstances, do not consider you

---
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entitled to alimony if you remarry or cohabit with someone. If you die, alimony will not be paid to your estate or your survivors.

**Division of Property/Assets**

**Does everything we bought during our marriage belong to both of us?**

No, not necessarily. Connecticut is a “separate property” state, which means that each spouse owns whatever she/he earns, or assets to which she/he has title. Major assets, like a house or car, may be owned jointly, but only if the parties agree to have both names listed on the deed or title. Even though Connecticut is a “separate property” state, marriage laws do require certain kinds of financial sharing. It is the joint duty of each spouse to support his/her family. You are both responsible for such necessary expenses as rental of your residence, medical, dental, and hospital expenses of any family member, and other items used to support the family.

**If my spouse has earned most of the money and has bought most things in her/his own name, am I entitled to any property in the divorce?**

Yes, you probably are. Even though Connecticut is a “separate property” state, our divorce laws are governed by a principle called “equitable distribution.” This means that a judge can distribute certain property, regardless of who earned it or who owns it, according to factors which are intended to make a property settlement “equitable” for both parties. The factors include length of marriage, health and earning capacities of each spouse, and the contribution each made to the family property, whether or not the contribution was strictly financial. Under this principle, a “non earning spouse,” such as a wife/homemaker, may be entitled to a significant portion of the family property.

**What will happen to things I owned before I got married?**

Anything you owned before you got married belongs to you, and anything you inherit in your own name belongs to you, unless you legally included your spouse in ownership, i.e. deposited funds in joint accounts or jointly lived in and maintained a home over a period of time. ³⁵

**If my spouse inherited the house we have lived in during our marriage, do I have any rights to it during the divorce?**

Even though the house is in her/his name, the fact that you jointly lived in it and that you helped maintain it, means that the house may be considered part of the property divided.

**If we cannot decide how to divide our property, how will the court decide?**

In making its decision the court, under Connecticut law, can look at:

- the length of the marriage;
- the grounds for divorce;

- the age, health, station, occupation, amount and sources of income, vocational skills, employability, estate, liabilities, needs and opportunity for further acquisition of assets and income of each spouse;

- the contribution of each spouse to the acquisition, preservation, or appreciation of the current estate.

In other words, if you cannot decide who gets the house, the car, and other property, the court has a tremendous amount of discretion in deciding the division of property.

**What can I do if I do not like the judge's decision?**

You can appeal to a higher court, but appeals are not often successful and they are time consuming and expensive. Property settlements are not modifiable after the divorce.\(^{36}\) If you wish to file an appeal, you must do so within 20 days of the date on which the decree was issued.

**Who will live in the house while the divorce is in progress?**

Most couples decide between themselves who will live in the house. If you and your spouse cannot agree, you can go to court and ask for a temporary order for sole use of the family residence. If there is not domestic violence, the court may allow both parties to stay.

**Will the court’s decision be influenced if one of us moves out while we are waiting for the divorce?**

The court rarely takes this into account when deciding the property settlement, but it may make a difference if child custody is contested.

**What other things are considered property?**

One reason for consulting with an attorney is that laws change. For example, in a few cases outside of Connecticut, the courts have held that a medical degree is “property.” These are questions you should ask your attorney.

**Debt/Credit/Pensions/Insurance**

**What should we do about debts and unpaid bills?**

Each of you is legally responsible for any debts you incurred before you got married and for any debts you incur while married, EXCEPT that you are both responsible for debts incurred for supporting your family as outlined above. Your financial settlement should include an agreement about who is responsible for which bills and debts. If you do not agree and a bill is not paid, both credit ratings will be affected. Joint debts remain the responsibility of both parties.

**Can my spouse take all of our money out of our joint account?**

Maybe. It depends on whose name the account is listed in. If the account is listed as “John Smith and Mary Doe,” then neither spouse may withdraw the funds without the other’s signature. If the account is listed as “John Smith or Mary Doe,” then either spouse may withdraw funds. We recommend you consult an attorney to decide on the best way to handle any joint accounts.

What should I do about my credit cards?

If you have credit cards in both of your names, you should terminate them. If you have credit cards in your name alone, make sure that you have all of the cards for that account. Write the card issuers and tell them that no telephone charges should be made against your cards so that your spouse cannot charge purchases to your account without your knowledge. Then have new credit cards issued with different account numbers, if possible. If you ask for new credit cards in your name, the bank or store will do a credit check based on your income alone.

Do I have any rights to my spouse’s pension if we divorce?

In certain circumstances you may have rights to your spouse’s pension. Under state law the court may, at its discretion, consider pension, profit-sharing stock, bonus plans, or marital property to be divided in a divorce proceeding. If the pension is a qualified plan under the federal ERISA, the Employment Retirement Income Security Act statutes, you should not be afraid to ask for a Qualified Domestic Relations Order in order to get your share of the benefits. You should discuss this with your attorney and remember to consider the tax consequences of any agreement reached.

If I depend on my spouse’s insurance, will I still be covered after the divorce?

Under Connecticut state law, the employer must allow you to keep the same coverage at the group cost for 156 weeks after the dissolution. If he/she works for a company with a group health plan which covers 20 or more employees, a new federal law has extended this coverage to three years. Usually this means that you must pay your spouse’s employer for your portion of the insurance. You may be able to negotiate with your spouse to cover this cost as part of the divorce settlement for a period of time. Insurance Coverage for the children should certainly be part of the working spouse’s coverage.

After the Divorce

Many problems can arise after the divorce is final, including custody, support, visitation and credit issues. Unfortunately, these can often be difficult to solve, and you may need to consult an attorney.

Can the custody, child support, or alimony decisions be changed?

Decisions about custody, visitation, child support, and alimony are never final, except in cases where you specifically waive rights to modify alimony. The rest of these items are subject to modification if there has been a substantial “change of circumstances.” DO NOT sign an agreement that is unacceptable to you under the assumption that you can get it changed. The courts do not like to change divorce settlements unless a significant change of circumstance has occurred. To modify a custody decision, you would have to
convince a judge of two things: 1. that there have been major changes in the home or lifestyle of the custodial parent and 2. that these changes make it no longer in the best interest of the children for that parent to retain custody.

Since 1990, child support orders can also be modified if they substantially deviate from the child support Guidelines. Substantial deviation is defined as a deviation of more than 15%. A modification of support payments might be made if there is an increase or decrease in the income of either spouse, if the needs of the child change substantially, or if there is a change in the ability of either spouse to work. However, judges do not consider predictable changes, such as inflation or normal wage increases, to be grounds for modifying a support order. In order to get a modification, you will need to have an attorney or contact the Support Enforcement Division (SED).
Resources

Connecticut Women’s Education and Legal Fund (CWEALF)
One Hartford Square West, Suite 1 -300
Hartford, CT 06106
(860) 247-6090
(860) 524-0601
1-800-479-2949
Information and Referral Program
Monday through Friday
Spanish speaking staff is available

Legal Assistance

Greater Hartford Legal Assistance, Inc
Hartford (860) 541-5000
Callers over 60 years (860) 541-5003

New Haven Legal Assistance Association, Inc.
Main (203) 946-4811

Statewide Legal Services of CT, Inc.
Main (860) 344-0380
Toll-Free (800) 453-3320

GLAD (Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders)
Main (617) 426-1350
Toll-Free 1-800-455-GLAD (4523)

Connecticut Legal Services, Inc.

Administrative Office (860) 344-0447
Bridgeport (203) 336-3851
New Britain (860) 225-8678
New London (860) 447-0323
Stamford (203) 348-9216
Waterbury (203) 756-8074
Willimantic (860) 456-1761
Willimantic (LAPM) (860) 423-2556
Family Relations, Superior Court

Bridgeport       (203) 579-6513
Danbury          (203) 207-8615
Danielson        (860) 779-8420
Hartford         (860) 706-5170
Litchfield       (860) 567-9463
Manchester       (860) 643-2481
Meriden          (203) 238-6140
Middletown       (860) 343-6460
Milford          (203) 877-0001
New Britain      (860) 515-5115
New Haven        (203) 503-6820
New London       (860) 443-2826
Putnam           (860) 928-0478
Stamford         (203) 965-5282
Tolland          (860) 872-4088
Waterbury        (203) 591-3325
Windham          (860) 928-0478

Domestic Violence

Connecticut Coalition Against Domestic Violence
100 Pitkin Street
East Hartford, CT 06108
(860) 282-7899

Child Support Hot Line 1-800-228-5437